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Facing some facts
Bruce Springsteen was invited by the mayor of Naples to inaugurate a signiﬁcant
movie theatre in the city. So it was published in local newspapers as, for instance,
Napoli Reppublica. Some citizens of Naples thought the idea rather absurd and
complained frustratedly, feeling impotent with the fact. Is it Mr. Springsteen’s
fault? Is the mayor’s choice untactful? How responsible is the movie theatre for
that choice? Is it really happening in Naples?
Mleeta is a war theme amusement park. Run by the Hezbollah, it is both a
touristic leisure option for local families and a questionable event for non-locals.
Mleeta is understood as a normalized atraction in Lebanon. A sightseeing spot for
war. Scary, right? How amazing is a park in which one might rebuild local
identities and culture! Mleeta is located in South Lebanon. Mleeta is located
alongside the Israel/Palestine conﬂict. Mleeta is 09/11, it is Osama Bin Laden‘s and
Saddam Hussein‘s death and murder. Is Mleeta about amusement? Is Mleeta
about war? Can war and amusement be related? Well, we know they can. We have
seen it in games, on the news, and authors have extensively analyzed this
connection. However, it had never been as explicit as in this theme park.
Then, we are introduced to INRI Cristo, a Jesus Christ aspirant, who re-elaborates
musical video clips. His crew remakes Britney Spears, Rihanna and Amy
Winehouse – to mention just a few divas. Is he delusional? YouTube has been a
potent platform for designing glocal identities. But, how do all these Anglophone
female pop singers end up in his remakes?
What do the three facts above have to do with one another? Well, they are and
are not bizarre. They emerge as events of digital cultures (Badiou). Made with,
coming from, as well as being glocal biopolitical tensions and communication,
they become communication themselves and reveal new values and
contemporary traces – the very same that shape them as mediabodies, i.e., each
and every one of those events manifests a trans glocal matter.
Reverberating on crossed dimensions, in the Mediabody Theory the concept of
”body” is a system of constant dialogues with environments in which human
bodies take a part, but are not the central agents anymore (KATZ&GREINER,
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2006). The absurd congruences above are mediabodies of an ongoing ﬂux of
changes.
Emerging communicational processes

The facts described above are communicational events and still have not been
completely identiﬁed neither properly approached. They are phenomena of
microtensions, coming from macrotensions. They are expressed in varied formats
(people, ads, billboards, ﬂyers, dresscodes, networks) as contamination spreads
out and proliferates into several unequitable ways, which regulate the production
of absurd congruencies. These sparkling and inﬁltranting ways of crossed
contamination, a trans way, scratch bodies regulating the modus operandi and
later camouﬂage into normality.
They are constituted more of contemporary political and cultural cognitive
tensions and constructions than necessarily (and properly) their form-content
speciﬁcity. They are both symptom and system.
It really does not matter if it manifests itself in fashion, architecture, performance,
advertising, musical video-clips etc. because in the absurd congruence the media
is no longer the most important parameter, but rather the way through which
mediation has been passing (a system): “to the extent that the announcement
does not refer to a text but to a vivid language event (…), its territory would never
match a deﬁned level of linguistic analysis (…) nevertheless it constitutes much
more a function” (AGAMBEN, 2008: 141). Furthermore, once mediation has
become its own subject (a symptom) and is a kind of mediation phenomena, then,
in theory, to approach the absurd congruence – one has to switch “from media to
mediation” (Martin-Barbero).
No “starting point”. No development. No end. No distinct “object”. No distinct
“subject-object” (a system and a symptom). The absurd congruence, as
mediation, as a mediabody of transcommunicational processes, carries traces of
contemporary capitalism: it is a system-symptom. Thus, the absurd congruence
emerges as contemporary glocal sensitivities while becoming a mediabody of
ongoing glocal geopolitics. “… the glocal represents the way in which capital (…)
falls promptly in each dome, in every workplace, in every locus private or public,
so all transformed into functional support of an image-circularity informational
absolute billionaire and ad inﬁnitum.” (Trivinho, A dromocracia cibercultural 261).
Communication phenomena have been permeating contemporary new desires
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and sects while glocality elevates its more relevant cultural and communicational
events: “The category of glocal sheds light on an inﬁnite series of phenomena,
events, practices, processes and current trends” (Trivinho, A dromocracia
cibercultural 324). If “real time is a time-that-fades well done caricature”, the
glocal mediabody is a self-rebuilt-symbolic-space-time sort of caricature. It is an
imbrication of contrasting processes; obliteration; changing and preservation
(Trivinho, A dromocracia cibercultural). Their expressions seem to be made from a
mix of apparently distinct elements. However, those elements cannot really be
considered distinct because the equality and distinction parameter depends on a
very speciﬁc epistemology that does not fulﬁll contemporary realities anymore.
They would be incongruent within their environment only if origin and land could
be named, only if they were analog and societarian, only if one sole epistemology
existed. But, instead they are bodies emerging from the digital culture of
heterocontamination, i.e., communication embracing analogical traditions,
costumes and habits. Their realm turns out to be concomitant consequences or
incidental phenomena, so to speak. On treating the absurd congruencies, these
supposedly lateral events manifest themlseves in diﬀerent formats, in a tangential
way as a part of contemporary analog-digital glocal realities, whereas in glocal
displacement signs have multiple, complex and upside-down literacy, as well as
starting points other than its own, that is, mutable multiple starting points.
The absurd congruencies, as events, are metropolitan choreographies with their
own aesthetic context, sometimes with costumes, performers, location, script,
scenario, technique, time-space and language. Their authorship is no longer
precise, and although it could be guessed, no one is speciﬁcally implied.
Let us now consider digital cultures taking Native, an organic food brand, as
example. Its cookies are wrapped twice: they come in a big “Amazonian” green
package (one) that contains three small aluminum bags (two). Could they ever be
sustainable? It is a native, who comes from a factory, from a nutritionist‘s
recipebook, from oﬃcially “eco-certiﬁed” and environmentally conscious
institutions, from designers and advertising campaigns. Where could it be native
from? The only possible “native” today is the communicational mediabody.
Glocalism draws both from origin as well as from the global mediatic traces. Thus,
on one hand, its signs refer to belonging. They reaﬃrm a clearly known, ﬁxed
identity: the will to reproduce a hint of “authenticity”, things, values and
references that claim to be culturally incorrupted, as if the reproduction of signs
could ever maintain their speciﬁc constitution intact. On the desire level at least,
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belonging ensures a comfortable belief in a stable geographic territoriality: “roots”
(rooted ones). Nevertheless, a genuine “non-alien-self” is rebuilt. On the other
hand, the absurd congruence is a complete reinvention and, by being so, is part of
a “global community”, not the analog, but the analog-digital one. This community
transits among several displacements (loss and fear) while neocapitalism forces
and imposes ﬂuxes, transits, and multiple “métisse” selves. Thus, the identiﬁed
phenomena could only be considered incongruent through a dichotomic
epistemology and by being viewed as “glocal is obliteration” (Trivinho, A
dromocracia cibercultural 273). It runs through, pierces and surpasses fetishistic
complexities, facing rising communicational processes and becoming a new kind
of “native” – no longer from an analogic composition. Thus, the mediabody of the
analog-digital results from contemporary dynamics and communication.
Beyond any precise form of boundary, guide or landmark (no land and no mark),
nothing else can distinguish itself because we are talking about samples of both
complex interconnected realities except for the immaterial parameters of the
absurd congruence of contemporary capitalism. Fathoming these samples of
apparent incongruity can be a key to understand post-dichotomic cultures.

Analog-digital mediabodies as glocal
communicational metropolis
Coming from the Mediabody Theory (KATZ & GREINER, 2006), the absurd
congruence is a mediabody, i.e., a system. In this theory, each and every body is
a collection of information in constant codependent dialogue with the
environment, being both process and state:
The body is not a means by which information simply passes. Any new information
enters into negotiation with those already there. The body is the result of these
crossings and not a place where information is just housed. It is with this notion of
the itself media that the Mediabody Theory deals, not with the idea of media
designed as a vehicle of transmission. The media to which the Mediabody Theory
refers relates to the evolutionary process of selecting information that will
constitute the body. The information is transmitted in the process of
contamination (Katz and Greiner, “Por uma teoria do corpomídia“ 131).
Things are not centered in the body, but are latent in a mediabody which is
porous, symptomatic, circumstantial. In this sense, it is something of an
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amorphous mediabody. It is latency and organization of all kinds of movable
materials. Because there is no central body acting, all objects have that function.
What exists is a body in the gerund because of the continuous ﬂow of processing.
As an “itself media”, the mediabody announces the environment-body in a ﬂux of
permanent porosities and all-vectorial mutations:
Some information of the world is selected to be organized in the form of the body
– a process always conditioned by the understanding that the body is not a
container, but what it is turning into at this co-evolutionary process of exchanges
with the environment. And since the ﬂow does not stagnate, the body lives in the
state of an ever present, which prevents the notion of the body as a container.
The body is not a place where the information coming from the world is processed
for later returned to the world (Katz and Greiner, “Por uma teoria do corpomídia“
64).
The absurd congruence is post-dichotomy geopolitics. It is a trans matter
analog-digital mediabody in a constant dialogue with what digital cultures have
been producing and training as perceptual behavior of things, bodies,
congruencies. It is a communicational metropolis (Canevacci, Una stupita fatticitá)
in an imbrication of contrasting processes; running through dimensions of glocal
sensitivities. The absurd congruence is mainly tension coming from and living
throughout the triad communication-culture-consumption:
The diﬀerence between the city and the modern industrial metropolis is
increasingly characterized by the diﬀusion of the triptych
communication-culture-consumption. Communication is increasingly determining
the conﬁguration and features of this kind of metropolis in which the concept of
historical society loses strength with changes, innovations, conﬂicts and tensions.
This metropolis is beyond any industrial dualism (Canevacci, Una stupita fatticitá
120).
When we observe Canevacci’s concept of the communicational metropolis, we can
immediately relate it to the mediabody theory, as location and bodyscape are
both its mediabodies, mediabodying as and through the ﬂux, signs, tensions,
vectors, escapes…
Location: place-space, zone, interstices (Canevacci, Una stupita fatticitá 32).
Bodyscape is the panoramic body that ﬂoats between the interstices of the
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communicational metropolis. The suﬃx “scape” joins “body” in order to
accentuate the ﬂoating concept of the body, which extends the itself and others
observation – while being dense fetishistic codes’ visual panorama (Canevacci,
Una stupita fatticitá 30).
The absurd congruence is glocalization, and more than the body of a time and
space dissolution, it is a remix of cognitive tensions, loitering on the
intermediations of contemporary capitalism. These intermediations inﬁltrate the
private or public locus, moving across land and territory (analog and dialectic), as
well as ﬂoating and combusting the non-cartographic ﬂux of the communicational
metropolis, and ﬁnally establishing itself as communication. Pulsing this glocal
multividuality (Canevacci, Una stupita fatticitá) at the analog-digital, this
phenomena is both extension and expansion.

Identifying an absurd congruence:
It is a communicational event that is somehow both a cognitive combination
and a consequence;
It is visibly glocal, analog and digital, industrial and post-industrial;
It astonishes for its apparent incongruence;
It is normalized locally, but considered globally weird;
In spite of its strangeness, it is not exotic. It is an accepted “locally-born
stranger”. Thus, an absurd congruence is completely normalized, inﬁltrated,
almost invisible as if it were not there. It is the bizarre unrealized and for
being so it is accepted;
It is not clear, but it is not ambiguous: neither dichotomy, nor nondichotomy. It is not a dualist event. But, it turns out to make complete
sense once it is seen through analog-digital glocal tensions and parameters;
Its codes cannot be considered pure or impure. It has no precise origin, no
clear destination, nor destiny.
It is an ongoing mutation and preservation; it is the native and the other;
Its authorship is undeﬁned;
It is a symptomatic cacophony. It is emblematic and imprecise signal
constructions manifested within microphysics that reveal contemporary
glocal sensitivities, new values and traces;
It belongs to the contemporary power mutations and reveals new
contemporary traces;
It is nondeﬁnitive and incomplete: even though it is an overwhelming
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phenomenon, its partiality seems to bring an event that is both abundant
and precarious;
Although humans are a part of it, they are no longer its center, nor do they
interfere with its cognitive decisions autonomously. The human body has
been decentered. It is just one more thing, one more thinking-thing thing,
as autonomous as any other non-thinking-thing;
It is cognitive vectors and realities established by the mediabody (and
disestablished?) and these are built throughout and “trans-upon” human
awareness.

Starting trans
Perspicuity and certitude would not fulﬁll a research based on the states of
itinerant contemporary capitalism, particularly, on how the communicational
politics of capitalism manifest themselves in all the several communication
mediations. Then, one must ﬂoat while creating new methodologies in order to
contribute to the rising of a needed roaming epistemology.
Without a pinpointed origin and dealing with partially accessible realities,
contemporary glocal communicational power relations do not follow the
intelligibility of totalitarian or authoritarian parameters. There is no visible torture,
no visible killing, no visible retaliation. However, they rule untouchable and
imprecise parameters and evolve into expanded and decentered perversions, i.e.,
“near tortures”, “in-between retaliations” and “possibly killing” modes. That is
when, once again, we detect the impertinence of dialectics as the dialectical
parameter deals with dichotomy, double, extremes and a cause-and-consequence
equation, distinguished dimensions and uncrossed ones. In dialects we have
confrontation and comparison, and the parameters mentioned above do not meet
the needs of the trans. Contemporary glocal communicational power relations
indicate circumstances, while a transresearch might be an indication, may those
adverbs which now acompany contemporary dimension have to do with trans and
for something trans that happens.
As we face analog-digital cognitive tensions, would it be possible to escape from
the dialogic of the dual analog/digital and sit on the hyphen? And if so, could this
hyphen, an orthographic tension of only two worlds, make links as a non-linear
multidirectional and multidimensional vector partially tensing diverse realities
would? The hyphen as interstitial data (Canevacci, Una stupita fatticitá), as the
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main mediabody.
The absurd congruence is a trans event. It ﬂickers from a maybe, to a yet, and
then an almost. The absurd congruence still is at the while it never will be. There
are no valuable actions, no verbs. It is totally unclear, like neocapitalism. This
mediabody is also circumstantial. There is no able discipline neither is there an
indiscipline available to research an “adverbial reality”.
Therefore, this might be how and when apparent dispersions bring ways of
operating in the contemporary realities. What disciplines would deal with tensions
and vectors? Would contemporary realities take new methods? New
epistemologies? An adiscipline? Would new methods be possible within the
current academic ﬁelds?
Dialectics cannot resolve trans realities because they lack the concrete
oppositions which are crucial for the dialectical debate. There is no compass that
could work for transrealities. Trans promotes impossible passages that pass things
through. What would the methodology for impossible passages be? How approach
the enhancement of intersections ﬂyovers, broken upside-down equations? Is this
methodology lockable from its bodies’ dialogics? Is there an inside in a partial,
uncertain, confusing and imprecise event such as the absurd congruence? Would
this decentered rhizomatic thinking inspire contemporary trans epistemologies to
deal with trans at the same time it ensures to stay away from the logics of
dialectics? How to face itinerant approaches, itinerant thinking (which ﬁrst has to
be acknowledged as legitimate)? How to avoid being trapped into dialectical
epistemologies?
In order to approach complex interstitial events still partially identiﬁed, an
epistemology has to disable pertinence or legitimacy, which predetermine
whether something is “worth being looked at” as, for instance, old fashion
pop-ups. They are not much fancied anymore, but although they have been
blocked and regarded as illegitimate, they still exist in a hidden form.
An epistemological frame could not go backwards and decide whether an event
exists. Thus, it has to identify apparent inconsistencies, mutations, sobbings,
stumbling and deformations. The approach of incidental, invisible and interstitial
contemporary events needs no grabbing, no comparison, but some description. It
should instead highlight the crossings as it creates tools to realize its impossible
crossings, focusing on cognitive tensions. In order to deal with these phenomena,
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it has to consider apparent incongruity as legitimate. Therefore, a possible
epistemology has to embrace fuzzy logics considering complex elements as
research material, including writing, visual and sonic ones, and crossed mimetics
multiple views. A risky epistemology for risky realities: getting lost, ﬂoating,
navigating and displacing as a methodology.
It must have the ability to weave into the “in between”, the “still”, and to pass
through the adverbial equations, geometries and indescribable actual
conﬁgurations, without turning them away as if they were invisible and “not worth
looking at”.
Astonishment might not be enough to approach symptom-system events
anymore. A foreign mediabody epistemology might be established inside itself
and discuss its own demonstrations, i.e, a foreign epistemology is foreigner as
long as it belongs to transits and their cognitive tensions. Then, its parameters
ﬁnd themselves into other porous, mutable, crossed-over and unstable
parameters – not central ones. A foreign epistemology is an adverbial mediabody.
Therefore, it is an epistemology that samples as it becomes samples itself.
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